MAY 2015
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to the May issue of The Romsey Modeller.
The year marches on at a pace it seems and it’s been a busy time for the club in recent weeks with two shows
to attend at Cosford and Poole Vikings. Due to work commitments I was unable to attend Cosford, but I did
make the Poole show, which made for a very enjoyable day out. Both show reports can be found in this
month’s issue.
We’ve a brief respite before the IPMS Salisbury show, and then we can enjoy a summer break doing some
modelling (I hope) and perhaps attending some other events. We’ll be looking at finalising details for our visit
to the Imperial War Museum soon – we should have some firm details in next month’s magazine.
The ‘education’ events have started during the club meetings with Luke kindly demonstrating a clever grass
application technique to members at the extra night in early May. Tony will be demoing pre-shading and paint
coat application on the Heinkel HE219 Group Build during the early June meeting – it’s one not to be missed.
Some of these demos maybe arranged at short notice, but we’ll endeavour to let as many members know as
possible beforehand.
On a personal note, I back amongst the unemployed again (self induced this time), so modelling productivity
has improved once more!! Horaah..! I am using my time constructively (no pun) and I hope to have my current
project off of the work bench sooner than expected.
I’m pleased to see more members making use of the Romsey Modeller’s Facebook page of late; we’re getting a
steady stream of in progress builds and modelling related links and comments which are very encouraging. As
always though, we’re constantly on the lookout for magazine articles, so don’t be shy. Whatever the topic as
long as its model making related, it will be featured in a future publication.
See you all Wednesday night.
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we
often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also
attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
UPCOMING SHOW
th

On Saturday May 30 we make our annual trip to IPMS Salisbury for their show. held as usual at Wyvern
College, Church Road, Laverstock, Salisbury, SP1 1RE. We normally have 18 foot of table space and generally
are able to fill the table as many of our members are happy to make the short trip to avail themselves of the
many traders on offer. For further detail see http://www.salisburymodelshow.co.uk/

ST GEORGE COMPETITION

April’s meeting saw our bi-annual St George Competition which has a theme of anything British. The turn out
was very good with 14 models making the judging table. As per many of our recent competitions the quality on
show was very hig , making voting an arduous task, the diversity in the voting certainly showed this. In the end
the choice came down between David Pogson excellent Sopwith Pup and Andy James’s Centurion AVRE with
Andy coming out as the winner by 4 votes. Well done to everybody who entered.
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David Downhill - Hurricane

Malcolm Grant - Churchill AVRE

David Downhill - Spitfire Vb

Tony Adams - Blenheim Mk1

Dave Pogson - Sopwith Pup

Luke Hayes - Tin Veg

Luke Hayes - LRDG Tour

David Downhill - Matilda
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Tony Adams - Spitfire Vb

Steve Lidstone - One Careful Owner

Sean Summers - Seafire

Russell Eden - David & Goliath

Steve Hall - De Haviland Comet 4

Andy James - AEC Matador

Andy James - Centurion AVRE

Steve Edwards - Challenger
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Andy James - Challenger ARRV

Nigel Robins - DH4

THE VOTING
Entry
No

Entrant

Model Title

st

nd

rd

1 ’s

2 ’s

3 ’s

(3 pts)

(2 pts)

(1 pts

1

David Downhill

Hurricane

2

Malcolm Grant

Churchill AVRE

3

David Downhill

Spitfire Vb

Tony Adams

Blenheim Mk1

5

Dave Pogson

Sopwith Pup

6

Luke Hayes

Tin Veg

7

Luke Hayes

LRDG Tour

8

David Downhill

Matilda

9

Tony Adams

Spitfire Vb

10

Steve Lidstone

One Careful Owner

I

I

11

Sean Summers

Seafire

II

III

12

Russell Eden

David & Goliath

13

Steve Hall

De Haviland Comet 4

14

Andy James

AEC Matador

15

Andy James

Centurion AVRE

16

Steve Edwards

Challenger

17

Andy James

Challenger ARRV

18

Nigel Robins

DH4

Total points

Placing

I

I

5

11TH

I

I

I

6

8TH

III

III

I

16

SILVER

IIII

4

III

IIII

I

11

4TH

I

2

12th

II

2

13th

II

7

6TH

12

BRONZE

III

I

7

7TH

II

IIII

20

GOLD

I

III

5

9TH

I

4

10TH

II

10

5TH

I
II
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Andy receiving the St George Trophy From Sean

Andy looks very happy with his win

POOLE VIKINGS MODEL SHOW APRIL 18 TH
BY PAUL ADAMS

The Poole show is always a welcome one of the calendar, local and well attended by both visitors and traders
alike, this year was no exception.
Due to its proximity to the Cosford show however, several club regulars were unable to attend, so just three
members made the short trip down the M27 to the Parkstone based school this year. Sean, Dave and I,
brought just 20 models, but with some jiggery pokery, we managed to make a decent display of aircraft,
th
armour and automotive subjects. Sean displayed his ever growing array of 1/48 WWII fighter planes, Dave
th
with his impressive Wingnut Wings WWI bi-planes, and me….well , I dug out my ageing 1/12 Ferrari (16 years
old)and displayed some F1 and GT cars. Backed up with some armour and a lone Star Wars TIE fighter, it made
nd
for a pleasing show of the clubs work. Life of course would have been easier had we had a 1/32 B25 Mitchell
on the table!!

The IPMS Romsey table at Poole 2015. We displayed just 20 models, the lack of numbers made up for in quality.
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The school had had an extension built in the past year and it has made much needed space in the main hall for
the exhibitors, allowing for a much more relaxed environment. The extension housed several clubs and a
couple of traders while the competition area was located on the main stage.
With the table set up just before opening, we weren’t shy in having a good scout around for bargains and sure
enough a few kits were stuffed behind the table well before lunchtime. I was able to resist a few car and
aircraft kits which were on sale at good prices and left empty handed. Visitors tend to peak around an hour
after opening, and we had plenty of interest in our modest display, with even some folk being drawn to my old
Ferrari. Dave’s WWI aircraft are always going to draw viewers as are the beautiful Spitfires Sean displayed.
There were plenty of fine examples of all genres of modelling around the tables, with clubs making great use of
the WWI Centenary to put some superb exhibits. There were however, some baffling models about purporting
to be scratchbuilt…..

th

th

Some images from around the tables….a 1/350 Trumpeter USS Hornet, lovely 1/48 Sukhoi SU25, WWI
th
Display, a rare Alien’s Sulaco, Ebbro’s new 1/24 Renault vans, the same scale as the crashed ME109.
It was great to see a few members pop in for a look around, and the day was made even better by bumping
into and chatting with some familiar friends. The competition area was flooded with entries which led to
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cramped conditions on the stage. The lighting made matters worse as the judges really needed miner’s
helmets to see the models properly! Bizarre. I’d recommend putting the competition area in the new
extension and use the excellent daylight in there. Another whinge…..the excellent volunteers at the café were
not permitted to provide cooked bacon rolls and the like, so exhibitors were limited to sandwiches and cakes
to scoff. I’ll bring my own lunch next time.
The day ended at 4pm, and so we were soon back on the road travelling home. It was another great day out
with the lads and plenty of wonderful models to see.

Just 8 of the many entries seen on the competition stage – the area was a little cramped and poorly lit, but this
didn’t detract too much from the high quality models on show.
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SHROPSHIRE SCALE MODEL SHOW – APRIL 12 TH
BY TONY ADAMS

th

On Sunday April 12 , Russell, Richard and Tony represented the club at the Shropshire Model Show at Cosford
RAF museum. We started very early, piling Richard’s car high and started the long drive at ridiculous o’clock.
After 2 ½ hours we arrived and proceeded to unload the car. As I was getting my Dauntless out of the car a
massive gust of wind deposited it upside down on the grass causing considerable damage– not a great start – it
took a good two hours before I stopped sulking.
We found our table and set up (lights and guards being the order of the day), it was quite a good pitch with
good lighting and plenty of footfall.
The club tables were well dispersed amongst the museum exhibits and spread across the three main halls,
there was plenty to see. Off course there were plenty of vendors represented and we took every opportunity
to partake of their wares.
There must have been greater than 30 clubs represented and being a “remote” show for us there were many
models I hadn’t seen before , below are a few photos of the many I took.

My Poorly Dauntless – Bu***r

An excellent Tamiya Corsair
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There were some great figures at the show , this was my fav

Very nice Italeri Wessex 5

This cutaway Lanc was in the competition

The competition had some very impressive AFVs

Crashed spaceship diorama

A very well executed vintage fire engine

Russell won silver with his Dust Tatics Jagdluther

Work in progress Typhoon – gave me some ideas for mine
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Russell and Richard both entered model’s in the competition with Russell coming away with two well-deserved
silvers.
Of course being a quality museum there was plenty to see here a few photos

Victor

and Valiant ( and Vulcan) all in one room

Vulcan bomb bay

Me 263 There can’t be many of these around

Richard’s Favorite the TRS 2

James May’s “BTV” Spitfire

The one downside (apart from my Dauntless) was that there being only three of us , it was difficult to man the
table while allowing us all to see everything. I hope we do the show again next year and take more people so
that we can spread the load better and feel more relaxed when walking around.
In summary it was a cracking show which I heartedly recommend to our members.
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PEPE LE PEW (PART TWO)
TRI-AXLE VALCUUM TANKER TRAILER CONVERSION
BY NICK BURDEN

SO DID YOU GUESS WHAT THE TRAILER WOULD BE ?
Well if you never did guess it,
then the title should give it away.
No still not got it, for the benefit
of those not old enough to know,
or those that does not remember,
Pepe le Pew was a skunk. So in
my mind the most appropriate
trailer would be a “Scent Bottle”
(Cesspit Tanker).

CONVERSION PARTS ASSEMBLY
The main donor kit for this conversion is Italeri’s Classic Tank
Trailer, kit number 3886. This kit comes in a good size tray style
box. Inside is one poly bag containing all the sprues. Of which
there is one dark grey sprue for the Chassis, Axles and
Mudguards Etc. One white sprue for the tank barrel, end caps
and fittings. Two metallic grey
sprues holding the wheel rims
and fittings. Loose in the box is
the rubber sprue with seven
385/65 R22.5 super single
tyres on.
There is one small sheet of decals for the various vehicle registration plates,
warning signs Etc, and two good size sticky back sheets, one for Granarolo, a
milk suppliers, and the other is all chrome. Lastly we have the half size
instruction sheet showing the six stages of construction. Other parts for this
conversion were purchased from Modellers Resource, these consist of one
tanker man lid Number 41, one tanker discharge port number RC8, and
various quantities of tanker pipe couplings number WM5, pictured right.

THE BUILD
This build began by assembling the tanker barrel as per the instructions, once the
glue had set over night, all the moulded on detail was removed, leaving a smooth
barrel with a large hole in the top. This was first plated in with varying widths of
Plasticard strips, layered one on top the other, as shown in the picture right.
Then filled with model filler and sanded, this filling and sanding process was repeated
until a satisfactory finish was achieved. Once a smooth finish was achieved, the barrel
was sprayed with Halfords Grey Primer, this was the given a final light sanding with
fine Wet n Dry paper, used dry. Whilst this was left for a couple of days to dry
thoroughly, work was started on the chassis.
The chassis like the barrel was built straight out the box, the suspension on this kit is
steel springs, I had planned to have air suspension, but shall leave it as is, due to the
amount of conversion work to do on the barrel. The chassis was enhanced by adding
the air pipes from the Susie bracket down to the air tank using plastic rod, as for the
air tank itself I removed all the moulded on strapping, and replaced it with plasticard
strips.
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Air lines were run from the air tank to the brake actuation
chambers, via scratch made valves with fine plastic coated
wire. Bolt head detail was added using plastruct 1.5mm hex
rod. As seen from the picture left the mudguards, and side
under run bars were attached, this was then sprayed Halfords
grey primer, this too was put aside for a couple of days to dry
thoroughly.

Back to the barrel, now that all is round and smooth, and good n dry, the barrel was taken over to Simon’s, a
fellow club member, and put on his lathe, so that he could accurately and lightly scribe around the barrel, the
locations for the reinforcing bands. These bands were
made by coiling up 3mm square plastruct rod, into an old
rattle can lid, this was then half filled with boiling water,
straight from the kettle, this was left to go cold, before
removing the plastruct rod. If the rod is removed while it
still has some heat in it. It will slowly un-coil before your
eyes, but by leaving it to go cold, it keeps its shape.
These bands were attached to the barrel with liquid
cement, and when set, reinforced with thin super glue,
this was a slow process, and took several days to
complete, as there are seven bands in total around the
barrel.
The picture right also shows the chassis mounting
frames, these were made from old RAC membership
cards. Each bracket is made up from a front and rear
frame, filled with off cut bits of plastic rod etc, and filled
with green putty. These were attached with liquid cement, and
when set reinforced with thin super glue, same as the ribs. Again
this was a slow process as there are four mounting frames, finally
these were enhanced with bolt head detail, using 1.5mm plastruct
hex rod. The discharge port, man lid and various other details
were added; then again all was put aside to dry thoroughly. The
donkey engine / vacuum pump cover was made out of scrap
Staples membership card. The catch tank was made from a piece
of scrap tubing, capped off with Plasticard, and shaped using Green
Stuff Putty, then banded with more Plasticard strip. On top is the
man hatch platform, made from L shape Plaststruct around the
border, and diamond pattern mesh for the tread plate, as can be
seen in the picture left, along with various pieces of pipework.
The picture right shows the tank, and above
items, apart from the donk / pump cover,
have been attached to the chassis with liquid
cement and super glue. You can also see the
spillage tank, which was made in the same
way as the catch tank described above. Some
of the plumbing has been fitted also. Once
this had dried thoroughly for a couple of days,
all was given a final undercoat of Halfords
grey primer, and given several days to dry.
Humbrol Acrylic Satin Black 85 thinned with
Tamiya Thinner X-20A was sprayed overall.
After leaving this for a week to dry, two stripes needed to be masked off, following our Pepe le Pew theme.
When masking over fairly fresh paint, my preferred method is to use Frog Tape Delicate, as it does what it says
on the advert. However due to the amount of ribbing etc, I felt that the low tack of Frog Tape Delicate, will
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cause problems, and I have not yet used Frog Tape Multi-Surface so don’t know how sticky it is. Therefore two
stripes were masked off using regular masking tape. A little Tamiya Flat Base X-21, was mixed into Tamiya
Gloss White X-2, then thinned with Tamiya Thinner X-20A, and applied by Airbrush on a low air pressure
setting, and the masking was removed while the paint was still wet. Even though I took particular attention to
seal the edges of the masking tape, I still had bleed through, something you don’t get with Frog Tape.
Whilst this was left to dry I
made my own decals as seen
in the picture right. The rear
light were originally to be
Hamburger style, but they
were out of stock where I
usually get them from, and
would not be back in stock for
a while (months), therefore at
the Avon model show I bought
some light lenses from Little
Cars. When all was dry, along
with the lights and logo
placard, the access ladder and
platform were attached. Then
the lights and various sensors
etc were wired. All was then sealed with Halfords Lacquer. The wheels were sprayed Tamiya Flat White XF-1,
once all was thoroughly dry the wheels were attached.
Time now for the weathering. Firstly Heavily worn areas were dry brushed with Tamiya Aluminium XF-16. An
overall wash of my own Grime colour mix was applied. Next with the airbrush on a low air pressure setting, the
trailer was sprayed Tamiya Flat
Earth XF-52, concentrating on the
lower areas, as this gets the
dirtiest. Over this, also on a low air
pressure setting, Humbrol 103
Cream was sprayed, this time more
overall, to represent dust. The final
weathering
was
done
with
Graphite, to areas such as the tread
plate on the walk way, Ladder and
around the inlet/discharge pipe.
This completes the trailer. A Susie gantry for the Magnum was made with Plasticard, when dry was attached to
the tractor, and Susie’s were made with thin wire wound around my paint stirrer.

THE BASE BOARD
The Base 700mm x 170mm ply wood, painted all over with Sandtex Black Ultra Smooth Masonry Paint. Once
dry a watered down layer of pva glue was painted over the top surface, onto which various sizes and colours of
model railway ballast was scattered, this was repeated until the desired built up surface contours were
achieved.
After being allowed to dry thoroughly for a few days, it was sprayed overall with Tamiya XF-52 Flat Earth, on a
low air pressure, and low paint flow setting. Immediately over this on the same settings Humbrol 103 Cream
was lightly sprayed, blending it all in. As these spray coats are fine they practically dry as they are applied,
giving the dusty effect.
The model was attached to the base with 5 minute Epoxy Resin, and then the Susie’s were attached. Finally
Flat Earth and Cream was sprayed around the glued points to blend them in. And that’s it Jobs a Good Un, all it
needs now is a title ?
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THE SCENT BOTTLE
EAU DE TOILETTE
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ART GRAND PRIX MCLAREN MP4/12C GT3 PART 2
BY PAUL ADAMS

Yes, I’m still building it!! I know, it’s really about a month’s work in total, but I love to take my time…..Last time
I was ready to airbrush the areas to be black on the bodyshell. These parts are moulded into the shell and so
have to be meticulously masked off – a time consuming task given the amount of airbrushing to be done. It’s
always like that isn’t it? First off though I sprayed the windshield part, which with the enclosed masking set,
was easily completed in a short time…I ‘d discovered a problem with fitting the screen in place since the
bodyshell was cleared – basically too many coats was the cause of the issue. It was incredibly tight to fit in, to
the point of bending the sills around the side window openings…..I removed as much overspray on the inner
surfaces as I could, but there was some damage to sort before I could move on.

The windscreen masks were a godsend….easy to apply, then simply spray the inside surface with black paint and remove. I
did the rear screen at the same time.
I couldn’t risk fitting the windscreen again, so I opted to spray the side window edges with it in place. Dubious
at first, it actually turned out to be a good idea….

Masking off the side rubbers was time consuming and used a lot of masking tape. The end result though was very neat, satin
black surrounds.
Once that was done it was to the rear of the body – the area for the exhaust outlets was carefully masked with
thin strips of Tamiya tape, teased into position with cocktail sticks and burnished down to prevent bleed. I
finished off with some masking fluid to seal the gaps and sprayed away. The black on this occasion was not
Zero’s new semi gloss black, but an old bottle of Kawasaki black which dries to a more pleasing scale satin
finish for my tastes.

Another lengthy masking job, this time with liquid masking help too. The result was very neat.
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I used that paint too for the remaining areas – rear cooling vents, the engine vents and the ducting in front of
the rear wheel openings.
During the painting process I lost two panel lines on the doors, so I decided early on to just paint them in. In
fact I used a fine artist pen – a Uni-ring 0.5 fine line pen….the problem was then I had to do all the other panel
lines. I decided to use an old method I’d last used on my Toyota TS020 in 2000…paint on neat Humbrol flat
black into the panel line, allow 5 minutes of drying, wipe off the excess with a tissue dampened with white
spirit and then polish the area with Tamiya modelling wax. It works well if the panel lines are consistent….I had
all sorts of problems getting the lines neat, and once I’d finished, I didn’t like the result…it looks a little heavy.
I should have used a medium grey. Nevermind.

The panel lines…..Humbrol flat black brushed on, excess wiped off with white spirit, then polished up with Tamiya wax.
Not sure I like it yet after 3 weeks of staring at it!!
I have since added some final decals and fitted the bonnet air vent, headlight pods and just need now to fit the
front etch grills and the body will be done. I have also painted the chassis, cockpit interior and some other
ancillary parts, but as they are just black there’s not much too see.

The bodyshell today; It’s really starting to look like a McLaren now – must get on with the chassis!

More soon.
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TAMIYA 1/350 KMS BISMARCK
BY DALE KOPPI

I purchased this kit as a part-started model from I think the Yeovillton Autumn 2012 show for a whopping £40 .
On opening the kit, I found an envelope containing an etch detail kit from gold metal models for the kit
(WOOHOO, free etch).
Anyway, by part-started, the major pieces had been cut off the sprue, and the three main deck lengths had
been hand painted with some very thick paint.
These pieces then went into a soak of Isopropyl and with a toothbrush, the paint was removed.
Next came a dremel operation to waterline the hull. This began with scribing a line at just below the water
line, then glueing in sprue rods below the three deck pieces to give it some strength, Then in goes the deck
pieces and hack away we go. This was a rather messy job. Next time I will use a hacksaw.
The decision was taken at this point that I can’t paint the deck well enough and for the price of a wooden one,
the effort isn't worth it, so for £15 one deck was purchased. And while I was shopping, I grabbed some metal
barrels for the main and secondary guns. This was less than £10.
A few pieces thrown together and its already taking shape.

The deck was then sanded smooth for the wood deck to adhere to. And while I was at it, there are a few
sections that have an anti-slip pattern. I happened to have a sheet of something similar to this in my collection.
Hence the gold bits in the above picture.
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I continued to build up the pieces adding more detail etch bits to them. Until I came to the Masts. As I know
the plastic masts would bend while trying to do the rigging, with the result of that being snapped rigging lines,
it was time to rebuild these out of brass rod and tubes. And some needles while I'm at it.

Another added bonus is trying to get rid of the mould lines on round parts is a real pain. And with brass, this is
not the case. The pain here was the glue selections, low stress parts get superglue, anything else gets two part
epoxy.
And with most of the plastic bits on, time for etch.
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And the masts Fitted.
And the production line for smaller parts kept
them coming. The trend does seem to be, the
smaller the part, the more of same thing need
to be built at once.
And now, because the ship was starting to get
fragile with all this etch, It’s time for a base,
and case to protect it. The base started out as a
piece of MDF off cut. And with the size of the
base sorted, the case was measured. For this I
purchased a sheet of Perspex (2mm styrene)
from B&Q for not very much. This was then cut
using the method below.
Clamp the sheet to the desk using a metal bar,
next is place some masking tape next to the cut
to prevent slippage of the blade. Then it was
just a case of running a sharpish blade multiple times over till I have scored about 1/3 to 1/2 way through.
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Then I just bend the sheet down and
Snap, this part is kinda scary. Anyway,
with the clear sheets done, next was
cutting the outer 90degree edge strip that
holds them together. For this I made
myself a quick 45 degree cutter using a
slab of wood, and nails.
Glue the pieces together and Presto, one
case made.

Now that I can keep the dust off the model, that makes life simpler. The base was then covered in water colour
paper, a cut-out for the ship made, and then doused in superglue to make the paper impervious to paint /
thinners.
Next went on the paint scheme. For this I decided on a date in its history, and did some research.
Once the paint scheme was on, the wood deck was then applied. This is done by putting down a watered down
PVA glue, then leaving the adhesive on the wood deck and apply. Once on, smooth out the deck to get rid of
any bubbles from the inner of the ship working outwards.

This point of the ship build has now taken a year and there is still plenty to do

I will complete this write up describing lots of crazy detailing in next month’s Romsey Modeller
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MEET THE PILOTS 2015
BY WILL BOOTH

Sadly Thursday 14th May provided Monsoon
conditions for the Army Air Museums evening
event. Four of their historic aircraft were on
show; fortunately it did actually stop raining
for the evening, though a biting cold wind and
lingering dampness probably put off more
visitors. We could closely inspect a DH Beaver
(I actually flew in an ex-USAF one in 1979), an
Auster AOP.9, the Sioux (Bell 47 of M*A*S*H
fame) and a Scout.
Standing by the aircraft were ex-pilots and the
ground crew that now maintain them, who all
told interesting stories. Later, inside and
warmer, we were allowed to see the Archive
where the archivist displayed a WW1
observers flight coat and memorabilia. A WW2
Horsa pilot related his experiences flying the transport gliders - he was forced to take officer training which
meant he arrived for duties just after the Rhine crossing. He said at the time he was upset to have missed out
but in retrospect was grateful - Glider pilots had a tough war and odds stacked against them. To round off the
evening the CO of the base made a presentation about the Apache's work in Libya in 2011.
It’s worth looking out for the AAM website events; it was a pity that the weather probably was responsible for
a reduced turnout.
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HAWKER MK I TYPHOON: AIRFIX 1:24 KIT
BY BRIAN BOOT

This large scale model is the most detailed
kit ever produced by Airfix and they are to
be congratulated on the accuracy, finesse
and subject chosen. Around 500 parts
make up the model and it can be displayed
in one of three ways. Being such a highly
detailed
model
there
are
many
construction areas that call for very careful
study and pre-planning, it’s no kit for the
faint-hearted! But with patience and
dedication a really fine representation of
this aircraft will be the result and in this
scale, it cannot be ignored!

I am building not one, but three (Editor : OMG) of
these kits so the amount of parts are of industrial
proportions. The one big criticism of this kit, is the
amount of fine flash on every part which takes several
hours to clean up before construction can proceed
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Home made decals for ammo and markings

Engine Detail

Instrument Panel

Engine installed into fuselage

There is incredible detail on the Napier Sabre 24 cylinder engine. The cockpit and engine bay has added detail.
I have cut away certain areas to expose more detail of oil and fuel tanks and replaced the plastic cannons with
brass ones. I hope to add the cut out panels as removable items using miniature magnets to attach the panels
onto the airframe.
The model has an illuminated instrument pane and all lighting systems have LED’s installed.
Within the engine casing an Airfix 3 volt motor is housed to drive the large four bladed propeller.
It still amazes me just how many parts there are to this kit. Each part has to be fettled, finished and fastened. If
just a couple of parts are attached slightly off kilter, it follows that further into the construction, that more
problems will occur with alignment and future fitment, so accurate building is absolutely essential.
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I produced many additional decals for this model,
mainly the aircraft’s markings and logos and also
for the cockpit, propeller and engine parts.

I used Humbrol enamel and aerosol paints throughout on the model with dark washes to pick out the details
on the airframe. I did not so much enjoy the building of this kit but took it as a test of endurance!
It took eight months to complete the three models and I do not want to see another Typhoon for a long, long
time. The kit decals took lots and lots of softener, white glue, Johnsons Klear and sweat to get them to
conform to the undulations, lumps and bumps that cover large acres of the airframe.
But now the battle of Britain’s foremost plastic company’s product is won. It took many a fight and lots of lying
down in a darkened room to win through this marathon of model building.

Parts tacked down ready for spraying 16 of
the 24 rockets with 64 decals added!
Industrial quantities of Tamiya tape used
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Almost Completed

Underside Detail

PHOTOS
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ONE CAREFUL OWNER, RUSTING UP A MINI.
BY STEVE LIDSTONE

I wonder how often models finish up exactly as we envisioned them when we started ? This particular model
went through several re-thinks on its way to its final form (well, I say final now, but it could well get reworked).
Before I start I'd like to acknowledge and thank all those of you whose ideas and advice I either used or
adapted in this model. One of the best things about this club is the free and open exchange of ideas and
techniques which goes on, and I dare say we all benefit from it. I apologise for not remembering who each of
the individual ideas came from. So here is my take on various ways to apply grot.
The kit was one of two Tamiya’s that I found
in a charity shop in Eastleigh, they seemed
like a bargain, but when I opened the boxes I
found both had been partially built. This one,
a 1/24 scale Mini Cooper circa 1962 (that's
the car, not the kit, which is still on sale), was
the more complete of the two. The other
one, a 1/700 scale USS Enterprise (aircraft
carrier, not starship) is still in the pondering
stage.
But I diverge, back to the Mini. The chassis
was virtually complete, including painting,
and someone had lavished a lot of care on
the assembly and paintwork, but had missed
most of those details that make all the
The contents of the box on arrival. The chassis is assembled
difference, like removing mould lines and
and painted, the bodyshell sprayed green and the roof
choosing realistic colours and textures. The
brushed white.
bodyshell was also mostly assembled, and
had been sprayed dark green. Unfortunately the finish was orange peel and too many fittings, lights etc, had
been added to make a respray a viable option (at least for someone as lazy as me). In contrast the roof, which
was not yet fitted, had been brush painted a sort of off white and I dare say a good CSI could have identified
the make and model of the paintbrush.
So the decision was
made, this mini was
never going to be a
showroom model so it
would have to go the
other
way
and
become the sort of
mini I remember, a
beaten
up
rust
bucket.
The first attack was a
line of rust along the
bottom of the doors, I
found that paint could
be pitted using a
coarse abrasive stone
The bodyshell, still with a bit of sprue attached, with the first stage of distressing,
by just pressing a
rust lines along the doors and round the headlights, some undercoat on the wing,
corner against the
and a key scratch down the side.
model, being careful
not to scrape or rub with it. The pitted area could then be rubbed with a rust coloured pigment to give quite a
pleasing result. Encouraged by this I added similar rust stains around the headlights. Stone chips on the front
facing paintwork were produced in a similar way using the tip of a scalpel to make a single, larger, pit which
was easily filled with rust pigment.
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For the rust colouring I used a mixture of Citadel Miniatures rust ink and Tamiya rust weathering pigment. The
ink gives a smoother, darker finish, but has an annoying tendency to look like polished copper on some
surfaces, that could be useful on another model, but not this one. The weathering pigment gives a more
pleasing, lighter coloured matt finish.

Picture_3.jpg - Rust holes in the rear underbody, where the
bumper mountings have given way. The orange peel in the
paintwork can be easily seen here as well.

Picture_5.jpg - The rust hole in front of the
windscreen, the rust round the headlights
can also be seen here

Of course no sixties car would be complete without rust holes, and these were achieved by grinding through
from the back. Using a ball shaped bit on the Dremel I carefully ground away the back of the plastic in the
required area until it was paper thin and could be gently pushed in. Then some rust colouring completed the
job. The ground away area on the back surface of the plastic was pretty ugly so it was important to choose
places where it wasn't visible. The panel below the boot lid, where the bumper mountings would have been,
the panel just in front of the windscreen, and the bottom of the passenger door, all worked OK and were
places where real Minis were prone to rust through. Experiments making the chrome bumpers look rusty
failed so I left them off, it made the car look more boy racer and in any case I'd just made a big rust hole where
the rear one would have been attached.
The other way rust appeared in these cars was
bubbling up under the paint. I chose the panel
behind the front bumper and around the grill for
this type of rust, and after some false starts found
that sand made an acceptable surface. I simply
spread some PVA over the area to be treated and
dipped it in fine sand. Once the glue was dry it
was painted with the body colour gloss with some
rust pigment scraped around the bubbles. I'm not
100% happy with the result. Similarly an attempt
to put a dent in the right front wing finished up
rather unsatisfactory.
The brush marks on the roof responded reasonably
well to a rub down with fine wet and dry emery
paper. Then it was finished off with a series of
scratches and rust stains, which looked quite
impressive against the white background.

Picture_4.jpg - Rust bubbles in the paintwork at the
front, made with sand.

NOW FOR THE CHASSIS.
The pristine engine was made to look more like a real sixties car with washes of dilute acrylic black and soot
weathering pigment. This dulled down the chrome rocker box and gave a more oily appearance to the glossy
green block. It wasn't possible to completely weather down the under bonnet chrome, but in the end a half
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open bonnet obscured the worst of it. At some point the left rear wheel came off, instead of reattaching it I
just extricated the brake drum, and put that back on the hub so that the model could be displayed jacked up.
Under wing mud was created using the same sand technique as the rust bubbles, but painted with a mixture of
mud brown and oily black, this result was more pleasing than the rust
bubbles.
Another feature of any car that's been away from the showroom for more
than ten minutes is litter. A mucky blanket on the back seat, screwed up
paper on the floor and a dirty rag on the parcel shelf. These were all made
from a piece of tissue, Sainsbury's own brand balm to be precise, a single
ply was separated, cut and screwed up to shape, then soaked in a suitably
coloured paint. The results were pretty satisfactory.
The right rear suspension was supported
on bricks. I was unable to find any
commercial bricks at the right scale so I
made some using terracotta coloured
Milliput. This stuff does everything it
says on the box, when first mixed it can
be moulded like plasticine, it cures
gradually, and when hard it can be
sanded and filed to shape. What it
doesn't tell you on the box is how
Picture_6.jpg - The interior just
quickly it clogs whatever abrasive device
before the roof went on,
you use. I found it was better to shave
showing the inevitable litter.
slices off with a Stanley knife. When
shaped the bricks just needed a wash of black to tone the terracotta
colouring down to a more natural hue.

Picture_8 – This is what filing
Milliput does to a grinding
block.

The finished model on its base. The road surface is an offcut of roofing felt and the oil pool gloss black exterior paint.
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1/48 FLAKPANZER III – WIRBELWIND -PART 2
BY RUSSELL EDEN

With the build of the lower hull done I started on the upper hull.
Using the Hauler ausf M conversion and my Achtung Panzer book I went about updating the hull from ausf L to
M.
I filled the holes for the small front side lights, removed the fitting for the Notek light and fitted the two new
resin headlights. I added the new resin air intakes and the new high level exhaust and rear hull section. Out of
the kit I added some of the tools and extra front armour, onto this I added etch top armour.
I then got a bit creative. I wanted a spare barrel container to be carried by the tank. I mounted this on the left
side which meant moving one of the spare wheels and the jack block – I mounted both the spare wheels on
the rear as per the Stug iii G and moved the wooden jack block to the rear of the mudguard as per early panzer
iii’s. Luckily this isn’t too much of a flight of fancy as the Germans were very inventive about carrying spares
and stowage on their tanks.
After checking my references I discovered most of the ausf M’s had the hinges removed from the front access
hatches so it was out with the razor saw. It also had the right hand rear tail light removed so I filled in the holes
and the top hull was basically assembled.
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The flak 38 was next on the build list – this was made
out of the box with the exception of the barrels. The
plastic ones would have needed drilling out so I
replaced them with some rather nice machined metal
ones.

The turret halves were assembled but not glued together so I could paint
the interior. Again – no mods needed here.

Being Tamiya all these went together with no problems. Marvellous.

One mocked up Flakpanzer III –
Next month – painting.
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STAR WARS SIG NEWS BY GRAY SHARPLING
In case the few of you who even care weren’t already aware, Disney has given-out the new licences for kit
companies to produce Star Wars kits on a regional basis. Bandai were given the licence for just Japan and the
far-east. It was Revell who were (re-) granted the licence for Europe and the Americas. But don’t worry. You
can still get the superb new Bandai kits regardless of where you are in the world by the simple expedient of
international shipping. HobbyLink Japan (“HLJ” to the initiated) is about the cheapest way to get the kits that
I’ve found so far (although Amazon’s prices are now starting to fall slowly). Most of the 1/72 scale Bandai kits
can be had for less than £15 each, including shipping, which is a bargain for such high quality models. Revell’s
Star Wars kits are all probably best avoided if possible - particularly their Snap-Tite and Easy-Kit ranges.

RE-POPS?
That situation is getting confused however. Breaking news is that Revell have bought at least three of the old
Fine Molds moulds, and will be re-releasing the kits under their new “Master Series” brand-name. Revell
already have a lot of previous form in this area, buying smaller manufacturers moulds and re-releasing them
with Revell logos on the box. Witness the old Battlestar Galactica moulds they recently bought from Moebius
– the only changes were new decals and instruction sheet. To-date, we only have confirmation that Revell
have bought just three kits from Fine Molds: the 1/48 X-Wing Fighter, the 1/48 TIE Fighter, and the legendary
1/72 Millennium Falcon. The new Revell Master Series box-art that’s been published even looks to be ripped
direct from the original Fine Molds boxes! Prices have yet to be announced, but they are likely to be much less
than the silly-money that Fine Molds originals are currently going for on eBay.

What, if anything, has become of the other old Fine
Molds Star Wars moulds is yet to be revealed. But for
the future, it is possible that we could perhaps have a
choice of two options for good quality Star Wars kits?
Bandai and the new Revell Master Series? At least for
a limited range of subjects. Watch this space.

STAR WARS VII KITS?
Revell have also released hints that they already have kits in the pipeline for the new Star Wars movie, “Star
Wars VII: The Force Awakens”, which is due to hit our cinema screens in December. What these new kits could
be of, one can only guess, as you can be sure that Revell are under a strict NDA until the film is released.
Although I’m hardly going out on a limb to predict that the new (“mk.2”?) X-Wing is pretty much a foregone
conclusion. The bad news is that they are all advertised to be Snap-Tite kits, with no glue or paint required.
From Revell, that means something completely different to Bandai, so the accuracy and quality of these new
kits is very much in doubt. What, if anything Bandai may or may not have in the works for the new movie has
not yet been revealed. Whatever it might be, you can be certain that the quality will be very high indeed if
their current Star Wars offerings are anything to go by.
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As predicted last month, Bandai have confirmed the release of the 1/12 scale Scout Trooper figure to go with
the 1/12 Speeder Bike. They are actually one kit. Previously, we only knew about the Speeder Bike alone, with
no mention of the rider. But now we know the two are going to be released as a combined kit in a single box.
It does make it more expensive than most of the other kits
announced to-date, but £23 is still not overly expensive.
On a personal note, I’ll happily wait for the
The official release date is June 2015. I have one preRevell Master Series 1/48 TIE Fighter, rather
ordered already; along with the Bandai 1/48 Snowspeeder,
than pay in excess of £120 that the Fine Molds
which is due for release later this month.
original is currently going for. It is one of the
Other Star Wars kits that Bandai have announced are a
few Fine Molds Star Wars kits that I don’t have
1/72 Y-Wing Fighter for July, and a 1/144 Slave I for some
in my stash. Much as I would like one, I’m not
time after that.
prepared to pay that sort of money. So as
long as Revell don’t muck it up, I’m content to
wait for the re-issue. Bandai have not yet
announced a 1/48 TIE Fighter; although one
can guess that it’s probably in the works, as
my Bandai 1/48 X-Wing Fighter “Moving
Edition” arrived in the mail from HLJ just the
other day. It needs a companion after all?

When they appear, I for-one will be very interested to see
how these compare to their old Fine Molds equivalents.
To-date though, I have been extremely impressed with
Bandai’s offerings. At first I almost didn’t want to like
them, but I have been won over. They certainly knock huge
spots off any of Revell’s old kits, both in accuracy, and
build-quality/engineering.

I already have an original Fine Molds 1/72
Millennium Falcon in the stash, which I paid
(almost) silly-money for as soon as I heard
that Fine Molds had lost the licence. So I must
admit to being slightly peeved to learn that I
possibly wasted some of my hard-earned. But
I try to console myself with the hope that, as
an original mint-in-box, it could be considered
a collector’s item, and with any luck will retain
its value, despite the prospective re-issue
from Revell? I might even build it one day?
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TOO BIG TO BE TRUE?
Lastly, there are wild and unconfirmed reports that the 3½-foot-long, 1/1700 scale Star Destroyer with lights,
that was the centre-piece of the Bandai display at the original announcement, wasn’t just a one-off custom
display-piece but could actually be released as a kit at some point? If true, cost predictions vary widely
between £250 and £500. Bandai do release some quite large Gundam kits, but personally I am very sceptical
of this rumour. I’ll believe it when I see it.

One small word of caution has been spotted on the forums regarding the new Bandai kits. Cracking! The
forum I was reading did state that the stress-fracture issue encountered may have been, at least partially,
caused by the plastic not reacting well to the mineral spirits the one builder was using for washes etc? The
snap-fix lugs are a very tight fit, so that probably puts the (slightly brittle?) plastic under tension to start with.
Hopefully a little thoughtfulness when building should mean no issues however?

If I ever get around to actually building one of the new Bandai kits, I’ll let you know.
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CLUB DIARY 2015
2015
May 20
June 3

th

Club Night:

rd

IPMS Salisbury Show

Club Night

st

July 15

th

Club Night Extra

th

June 17
July 1

May 30

Club Night Extra
th

August 5

Club Night: Tamiya Competition
th

Club Night Extra

th

August 19

nd

September 16

th

th

October 21

st
th

November 4
th
November 18
December 2

th

IPMS Avon Show

Club Night

September 2
October 7

August 9

nd
th

December 16

Club Night Extra
Club Night - BoB Competition

th

September 13
th
September 19

Club Night Extra

October 11

th

Club Night

October 24

th

Club Night Extra
Annual Competition

th

Build a Model in a Day
IPMS Farnborough Show
Bovington Show (TBC)
Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC)
th

November 7 / 8
th
November 19

Scale ModelWorld 2015
Middle Wallop Show (TBC)

Club Night Extra
Xmas Night
th

Next Meeting: Wednesday May 20

(8pm to 10pm)

FINDING US
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ
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CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Competition Secretary

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Sean Summers

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 01794 519153
Tel: 07736555664

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Dale Koppi
Brian Boot

Gray Sharpling
Russell Eden
Will Booth
Nick Burden

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information thus
expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the editor or the club
as a whole.
Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2015
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